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Abstract. Performance analysis of computing systems, in particular distributed 
computing systems, is a complex process. Analysing the complex flows and in-
teractions between a set of distributed processing nodes is a non-trivial task. 
The problem is exacerbated by the addition of continuous system functions that 
are time dependent, such as communication between components in the form of 
multimedia streams of video and audio data. Quality-of-Service (QoS) specifi-
cations define constraints on such communications and describe the required 
patterns of data transfer. By making use of these specifications as part of the 
performance analysis process it is possible to add significant confidence to pre-
dictions about the correct (required) operation of a distributed system. This pa-
per presents a method for designing distributed multimedia systems, including 
the specification of QoS, using the ODP framework and UML and describes a 
technique for verifying the QoS specification against the designed functional 
behaviour of the system using Timed Automata. 

1   Introduction 

This paper demonstrates a specific approach to the design of distributed systems. The 
approach enables verification that Quality of Service (QoS) [15] specifications are 
met by the specified behavioural aspects of the design. The context which we aim to 
support is that of designers using the UML/OCL paradigm but requiring stronger 
verification than these would traditionally facilitate. This leads to an approach with 
design based around an adaptation of the UML supported by verification in a more 
formal setting provided by model checking timed automata. 

The design includes the specification of both functional and non-functional aspects 
of behaviour. This is in the form of UML state diagrams for the functional behaviour 
and CQML statements to define the non-functional QoS of the system. The overall 
structure of the system and its components is specified using stereotyped UML class 
diagrams and a variation on UML object diagrams (snapshots) is used to define par-
ticular configurations of objects. 

This approach to design enables us to verify that the environmental contract of an 
object (defined by the QoS specification) is met by the defined functional behaviour 
of that object. The verification is enabled by generating a network of timed automata 
(TA) from the design, which makes use of existing techniques for mapping UML 
state diagrams on to UPPAAL style timed automata templates. To map the QoS 
statements, we define timed automata templates that model the three QoS characteris-
tics – latency, throughput and anchored jitter; these templates are instantiated using 
parameter values taken from the CQML statements. 
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A snapshot diagram (e.g. Fig. 1) is used to deduce a particular network of parallel 
automata constructed from the generated TA templates. This network can be model 
checked (using UPPAAL) to give feedback as to whether or not the functional behav-
iour verifiably conforms to the specified QoS. The event traces of UPPAAL can be 
used to construct a series of snapshots that illustrate the sequence of actions that lead 
to a problem. This enables the feedback to be in a form of the original design lan-
guage rather than in the “lower level” analysis language. 

The approach to design and verification described in this paper, builds on our work 
from a previous project [14], which address performance prediction from UML sys-
tem designs and earlier work from this project [6], regarding the UML  and specifica-
tion of QoS. In particular we build on the work of [3], which describes a modelling 
language for the Computational Viewpoint that is an adaptation of the UML to enable 
design of distributed systems using the concepts defined in the RM-ODP. The work 
presented in this paper discusses an approach for mapping these high-level design 
specifications on to TA in order to verify the QoS aspects of the design. [6] deals with 
the static aspects of specifying QoS, the current work extends this by addressing the 
implication of the specified QoS on dynamic aspects of the system. 

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 illustrates our design ap-
proach using an example system. Section 3 describes the translation from specifica-
tions in our design languages into Timed Automata for the structure, behaviour and 
QoS of the system. Section 4 demonstrates the analysis technique incorporating the 
use of the UPPAAL model checker and illustrates how results can be fed back to the 
designer. Section 5 discusses some related work and concludes the paper. 

2   An ODP Computational Specification 

In this section we place our design approach in the context of the ODP framework and 
illustrate our approach to computational viewpoint design using an adaptation of the 
UML. Subsequently, in section 3, we will show how to translate these designs to TA 
in order to verify aspects of the design. 

The computational viewpoint is concerned with the identification of distributable 
components (objects) and their interaction points (interfaces). The viewpoint ad-
dresses: the specification of the behaviour of identified objects; the specification of 
the signatures of the interfaces through which they interact; the specification of tem-
plates from which such components can be instantiated; and the specification of any 
constraints under which the objects must operate. 

The current trend in software design communities is to make use of the UML as a 
specification language for system design. However, for the purpose of designing dis-
tributed systems (in particular within the context of the ODP computational view-
point) the UML is deficient in a number of ways. To combat these deficiencies we 
have adapted the UML design language; this adaptation is presented and discussed in 
[3]. The description of the following example design highlights some of these adapta-
tions. 

In general, our design approach is to start with a snapshot of the system, to give an 
indication of the primary distributable components composing the system and the 
interfaces required to connect them. From the snapshot we identify and specify the 
computational object templates and interface signatures of the system. For each com-
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putational object we subsequently provide a behaviour specification. Finally we spec-
ify environment contracts for each computational object in the form of QoS con-
straints. As our illustrative example we take the specification of a lip synchronisation 
system, based on the specification presented in [4]. 

2.1   System Snapshot 

A key aspect of a computational viewpoint specification is the decomposition of the 
system into distributable objects that interact at interfaces. An object, which may be a 
composition of two or more other objects, is a unit of distribution and management 
that encapsulates behaviour [16]. To differentiate from the UML concept of an object, 
we shall use the term computational object. 

Fig. 1 depicts a computational viewpoint snapshot of an example mobile video-
phone, including a lip synchronisation component. There are three aspects of the ex-
ample system – transmitter device, channel, receiver device. The transmitter device’s 
camera emits video frames to the videoBinding across the bound transVideo inter-
faces. The receiver device’s vidWindow receives the video frames from the Video-
Binding at the bound recVideo interfaces. On arrival of each video frame a signal is 
output to the syncController at the bound vidReady interfaces. Similarly the audio 
packets are emitted from the microphone computational object to the AudioBinding at 
the transAudio interfaces; they arrive across the binding at the speaker computational 
object and recAudio interfaces, where signals are emitted to the syncController at the 
audReady interfaces. 

Transmission of the audio and video data via different channels applies a different 
and variable time delay to the media streams. As a result the computational object 
syncController is used to adjust the playback rate of the media streams to produce 
synchronised presentation. The syncController indicates when to display each video 
frame by emitting a signal at its vidCtrl interface, which is received by the vidWin-
dow. Finally, the syncController has an interface appControl that is used to reset the 
synchronisation algorithm. 

A UML object diagram could have been used to illustrate the system configuration, 
but the notation would not effectively distinguish between computational objects, 
interfaces and bindings. To rectify this, we define an alternative notation which does 
distinguish between these concepts, enabling the presentation of computational view-
point snapshots in a clearer fashion. Using the UML object diagram notation, the 
components would all appear as boxes, however, we use different syntactic represen-
tations for each category of component. This syntactic representation is linked to 
UML descriptions via a metamodel which effectively defines a transformation be-
tween the two representations [3]. 

In the adapted notation, circles depict computational objects. Binding objects are 
distinguished from computational objects by illustrating them as elongated circles. 

Interfaces are illustrated using ‘T’ shapes, attached to a circle to indicate that the 
object (depicted by the circle) offers that particular interface. The role of the interface 
(producer/consumer, initiator/responder or client/server) is indicated by the direction 
and style of an arrow placed near the interface. Bound interfaces are either connected 
via an irregularly dashed line (e.g. vidCtrl) or placed head to head (all other bound 
interfaces in this snapshot – transVideo, recVideo, transAudio, recAudio, vidReady, 
audReady and appControl). 
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Fig. 1. Computational Viewpoint snapshot illustrating the Lip Synchronisation system 

 
The identification policy for objects and interfaces is similar to the approach used 

in UML object diagrams, computational objects and interfaces are identified by either 
or both of an ‘instance name’ and a ‘template name’ separated by a colon and under-
lined. Where bound interfaces are close together we omit naming both interfaces 
separately and distinguish between them using their role. As with the UML object 
diagram notation, where appropriate, we need not give both template and instance 
name. In this snapshot the two bindings (for audio and video) are labelled with only 
the template name, the interfaces are labelled with only an instance name, as is sync-
Controller; other objects are labelled with both template and instance name. Object 
templates and interface signatures are specified in detail using a notation based on 
UML class diagrams as described in the next subsection. 

2.2   Template and Signature Specifications 

The snapshot discussed in the previous subsection indicates the kinds of component 
needed in order to build the system. The next step is to fully specify those compo-
nents in order to obtain reusable and detailed definitions of the aggregated parts of the 
system. From a computational viewpoint, the necessary specifications include the 
definition of computational object templates, interface signatures, and the relation-
ships between them. 

The UML concept of class has a similarity to the ODP notion of template (and sig-
nature), thus, we define stereotypes of the UML class concept for specifying compo-
nents based on the ODP concepts of: computational viewpoint object templates; 
stream, operational and signal binding objects; reactive objects; and stream, opera-
tional and signal interface signatures. This gives us a language and notation suitable 
for defining the computational viewpoint of an ODP system, which is (hopefully) 
familiar to UML designers; easily used; and provided with tool support from many 
standard UML tools.  

Fig. 2 defines a template diagram for the instances specified in the computational 
snapshot shown in Fig. 1.  Both object template and interface signatures are depicted 
using the notation for UML classes, distinguished using stereotype labels. To aid the 
distinction, computational object and binding object templates are shaded, whereas 
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interface signatures are not. The stereotype of interface signatures also distinguishes 
between operations, stream and signal signatures. 

The relationship between an object template and the interfaces that its instances 
may offer is specified using stereotyped UML associations. The stereotype of the 
association defines the role in which the object may offer instances of the interface 
signature; the association end name gives a navigation name for the object to refer to 
the interface. Each interface instance may be offered by only one object; hence the 
object end of the association is defined to be an aggregation (using a black diamond). 

 

 

Fig. 2. Template Diagram for the Lip Synchronisation system 

Given this specification, the objects and interfaces from the snapshot diagram are 
related to the appropriate template or signature. In our example, the snapshot already 
shows the relationship for all of the objects except the syncController, which is in-
stantiated from the SynchronisationController template; the interfaces are instantiated 
from the defined signatures with a similar name. The snapshot diagram could be re-
fined to show these relationships but we do not illustrate the refinement here. 

2.3   Behaviour 

After defining the object templates and the interfaces they may support, it is necessary 
to define the behaviour of the objects and the interactions that occur across the inter-
faces. This subsection firstly describes how UML State Diagrams can be adapted to 
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specifying behaviour within the computational viewpoint and subsequently illustrates 
the technique by defining the behaviour of computational objects instantiated from the 
SynchronisationController template (i.e. syncController). It is assumed that the reader 
is familiar with standard State Diagrams (or Statecharts [10]). 

Normally a State Diagram is associated with a UML class; it is used to specify the 
behaviour of objects instantiated from that class. Events that affect the state of the 
object and actions caused by the object are related to interactions (i.e. operations) 
defined on the class and other classes it is associated with. 

In our model for design, interactions are defined on interfaces attached to an ob-
ject, thus we cannot directly reference those interactions from the object. In addition, 
a reference to the interaction is not sufficient (on its own) to identify the cause of the 
event; an interface signature (and hence the interactions defined in it) may be instanti-
ated multiple times for a single object. 

In order to use State Diagrams in the context of our adapted design language, we 
associate a State Diagram with a particular computational object template; however, 
we have to alter the interpretation of the text specified on transitions. 

Normally a transition is labelled with a string that has the following general for-
mat: 

<event-signature> ‘[’ <guard > ‘]’ ‘/’<action-expressions> 

Where, for standard State Diagrams, event-signature describes an event with its ar-
guments; the guard condition is a Boolean expression written in terms of parameters 
of the triggering event and attributes of the object. The action-expressions are exe-
cuted if and when the transition fires. Typically an action expression alters the local 
state of an object or causes another event to be fired, possibly by sending a message to 
another object. 

Our adaptation requires the event-signature to identify the interface from which the 
interaction causing the event is received, along with the identifier for the interaction; 
guard conditions are interpreted in the standard manner; and action-expressions ei-
ther: 

1. Alter the local state of the object; 
2. Instantiate interfaces to be offered by the object; or 
3. Cause interactions at a specified interface; by identification of an interface and an 

interaction available at that interface. 

This alteration to the text label of a transition enables State Diagrams to be used in 
the context of our adaptation to the UML design language. 

Synchronisation Controller 

The Synchronisation Controller objects have a complex specification. For a full de-
scription of the algorithm and the way in which it works refer to [4], it is not the pur-
pose of this paper to describe a synchronisation algorithm, we simply use it as an 
example. A State Diagram (Fig. 3) is presented that specifies the behaviour. 

Note that events are identified by an interface name and name from the signature of 
that interface, e.g. appCtrl.restart. Additionally, signals are sent within an 
action expression by identifying an interface name and a name from the signature of 
that interface, e.g. vidCtrl.videoPresent. 
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2.4   Environment Contracts – QoS Specification 

The previous subsections have defined the structure, templates and functional behav-
iour of the system. We now address the specification of non-functional aspects of the 
system by defining some QoS constraints. 

The ODP standard defines the concept of an environment contract, which it uses to 
describe QoS constraints. This is a contract between an object and its environment, 
i.e. all other objects with which it interacts. As interactions occur across interfaces, 
environment contacts for an object generally involve one or more interfaces. A QoS 
constraint involves two parts: 

1. Requirements of the object by the environment, known as obligations; and 
2. Requirements of the environment by the object, known as expectations. 

The relationship between these two parts states that “provided the expectations are 
met (by the environment) the obligations will be met (by the object)”. The expecta-
tions and obligations are expressions that constrain the QoS characteristics of interac-
tions with the object.  

There are many possible QoS characteristics that could be constrained. For the 
purpose of this paper we look at three stream and time related characteristics – la-
tency, anchored jitter and throughput. Latency is the amount of time between two 
events (e.g. time between sending a frame and receiving it); throughput is the rate of 
occurrence of events (e.g. the rate of flow of frames); and anchored jitter is a varia-
tion in nominal throughput (e.g. variation in rate of flow of frames). 
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There is currently no clear contender for a most commonly used (de facto) QoS 
specification language. One that we have found to be most suited to our design ap-
proach, partly due to its association with the Object Constraint Language (OCL) and 
UML, is the Component Quality Modelling Language (CQML) [1]. CQML is a lexi-
cal language for QoS specification and has been developed to explicitly include as 
many features as possible. We have found the language to be expressive, very useable 
and easily adapted to integrate with our other UML based languages used within the 
ODP framework. The CQML semantics require that the interaction constrained by a 
characteristic must facilitate access to a historical sequence of events. The definition 
of quality characteristics, such as latency, throughput and anchored jitter, is ex-
pressed in terms of the history of events (we do not provide the definition of these 
characteristics in this paper). Constraints regarding particular characteristics are 
formed in CQML by specifying quality statements; these are grouped to form QoS 
specifications on particular components as QoS Profiles. A QoS profile includes 
statements for both expectations and obligations; each expectation or obligation is an 
expression referring to one or more quality statements. The quality statements enable 
reuse of QoS specifications across multiple QoS profiles. 

A quality statement contains the conjunction of a number of sub expressions that 
constrain a variety of quality characteristics. Each quality characteristic is defined by 
an OCL expression that (in the case of latency, anchored jitter and throughput) refer-
ences a particular interaction. To enable quality characteristics to be generalised and 
reused, they can be defined with specific parameters. 

Given a set of pre-defined quality characteristics (throughput, anchoredJitter and 
latency) the QoS specifications associated with the Template diagram of Fig. 2 can be 
defined. We illustrate this (below) using the VideoBinding component. QoS specifica-
tions for other parts of the system can be found in [2]. 

Use of CQML, in the context of our model for design, means that QoS profiles are 
associated with computational objects (or their templates) and the constrained interac-
tions are identified by reference to an interface and an appropriate interaction. The 
requirement to provide event sequences is met by the ‘Event Notification Function’, 
defined in the RM-ODP [16], which also requires event histories to be made avail-
able. We alter the standard CQML notation slightly, changing the keywords profile, 
uses and provides into QoSProfile, exp: and obl: as we find this allows the expres-
sions to be more easily understood in the context of the ODP framework terminology; 
we also do not require profiles to be named. 

VideoBinding 

The VideoBinding from camera to video window is specified to provide a through 
frame rate of no less than 25 fps with a latency of between 40 and 60 milliseconds 
(ms) so long as it receives an input frame rate of no less than 25 fps. This is expressed 
in CQML as follows: 

QosProfile for VideoBinding { 
  exp: quality { 
   throughput(1000,transVideo.video)>=25; }; 
  obl: quality { 
   throughput(1000,recVideo.video)>=25; 
   latency(transVideo.video,recVideo.video).maximum=60; 
   latency(transVideo.video,recVideo.video).minimum=40; }; } 
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The above QoS Profile, defined for the VideoBinding template, defines one expec-
tation, that there should be at least 25 events received every second (1000 ms) at the 
‘video’ VidowFlow part of the consumer interface transVideo. It also defines that the 
binding is obliged to provide at least 25 frames every second (fps) from the Vide-
oFlow (named ‘video’) part of the VideoInterface signature (recVideo) supported by 
the binding in the role of a producer. Additionally there are constraints between con-
sumer and producer VideoFlows that specify the maximum and minimum latency that 
should occur for a frame passing through the binding. 

The particular VideoFlow interactions, on which the constraints are placed, are 
navigated to using the association end names of the associations relating object tem-
plates to interface signatures. 

3   Translation to Timed Automata 

To verify that the constraints defined by the QoS specifications are met by the func-
tional behaviour, for a particular configuration of system components, we create a 
network of parallel timed automata. It is intended that the TA network be automati-
cally generated by transforming the information contained in the design specification. 
There are three aspects to this transformation: 

1. State Diagrams are mapped to hierarchical timed automata [8] which can be flat-
tened for input to UPPAAL using the method described in [8]. 

2. The parameters of the QoS constraints are used as arguments to TA templates that 
model the appropriate QoS characteristic. 

3. A snapshot configuration diagram is used to appropriately connect the set of TAs, 
produced by the first two steps, into a single network. 

This gives a network of TA that model the whole system, plus the environment in 
which the system is supposed to execute. There are three different sets of automata 
arising from the transformation: 

1. Func - Automata modelling the functional behaviour of objects. 
2. Obl - Automata modelling the obligation QoS statements, which observe the out-

puts of objects. 
3. Exp - Automata modelling the expectation QoS statements, which provide inputs 

to objects from the environment. 

The behaviour of the original specification (i.e. the one containing the functional 
description together with CQML statements of QoS) is now represented by the paral-
lel composition of these three sets of automata: 

Func || Obl || Exp 

This TA network is entered into the UPPAAL model checking tool [13], which is 
subsequently used to check for deadlock in the system. Formally, there are six situa-
tions which could cause deadlock: internal deadlock in an automaton from any of the 
three sets; and deadlock due to a missed synchronisation between a pair of automata 
each from any pair of the three sets: 

a) Deadlock in a functional behaviour automaton (Func): occurs if the functional 
behaviour is badly designed and causes a deadlock. 
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b) Deadlock in one of the QoS obligation automata (Obl): indicates that the func-
tional behaviour does not meet the QoS obligation; occurs if the automaton has 
entered a state that indicates a QoS violation. The QoS obligation automata are 
designed with specific deadlock states to indicate that the QoS constraints they 
represent have been violated. 

c) Deadlock in one of the QoS expectation automata (Exp): will never occur. 
d) Synchronisation deadlock between automata from Func and Obl: will never occur, 

the Obl automata will enter a specific deadlock state if they can’t synchronise on 
an output event from a Func automata. 

e) Synchronisation deadlock between automata from Exp and Func: indicates that 
the functional behaviour is expecting a different QoS to that provided by the 
automata from Exp. 

f) Synchronisation deadlock between automata from Exp and Obl: will never occur, 
automata from these sets never synchronise on common events. 

In short, a deadlock is due either to an internal problem of the functional behaviour 
of a computational object; or due to the computational object not interacting with its 
environment in the manner specified by the obliged or expected QoS. 

The position of the deadlock can be fed back to the designer (see example below), 
indicating which QoS constraint has not been met by the system, or that the functional 
behaviour has deadlocked. This is illustrated in section 4 by analysis of our example 
system. Before we discuss the analysis, the following subsections describe the manner 
in which we have modelled the three QoS characteristics – latency, throughput and 
jitter – using Timed Automata. These automata are instantiated by giving values to 
their parameters, taken from the CQML specifications. 

3.1   Throughput and Anchored Jitter 

The characteristic of throughput is easily modelled as a continuous source of events; 
however, due to the properties of anchored jitter, it is unnecessary to separately model 
the two characteristics and we can define a single TA that models both. Anchored 
jitter is defined as a variation in throughput; the variation does not change the overall 
throughput rate (this would be non-anchored jitter), it simply means that given the 
expected time for arrival of an event, the event might arrive one or other side of this 
time. The expected arrival times of following events are not affected by the actual 
arrival time of events (as is the case with non-anchored jitter). Thus, the specification 
of anchored jitter is tied to the specification of a particular throughput (which gives 
the expected arrival times) and hence it is more efficient to model the two characteris-
tics as a single automaton template. 

 

Fig. 4. Expectation Anchored Jitter and Throughput 
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A QoS expectation relating to throughput and anchored jitter can be encoded as the 
TA illustrated in Fig. 4. The automaton offers output events at a regular rate with an 
inter-event gap of ‘RATE’ (inverse of throughput) with an anchored jitter of between 
‘MAX’ and ‘MIN’ above and below the value ‘RATE’. The variable ‘data’ models a 
parameter value carried by the output event, for example a frame count, or as in the 
case of the lip sync example can hold a timestamp for the time the event (frame or 
packet) is created. 

A pair of CQML quality statements defining the throughput and anchored jitter at a 
particular interface map to the parameter values of this automaton as follows: 

For the quality statements: 

quality { 
  throughput >= X; 
  anchoredJitter <= Y; } 

The parameters RATE, MIN and MAX would be defined as: 

RATE = 1 / X 
MIN = MAX = Y 

Note: The automaton models throughput using a fixed (through jittery) inter-arrival 
rate. As such it does not truly model the throughput characteristic used in the QoS 
specification of the example, which specifies a constraint on the total number of 
frames arriving within a specified time (i.e. 1000 milliseconds). Strictly speaking this 
TA is modelling the quality statement: 

quality { 
  minimum_inter_arrival_time = 1/X; 
  anchoredJitter <= Y; } 

Similarly, the TA shown in Fig. 5 assures a QoS obligation involving throughput 
and jitter. Note the important difference between the obliged and expected versions of 
this automaton. The obliged version is acting as an observer of offered outputs and 
does not force an output to occur. 

The automaton will deadlock in state ‘RateTooFast’ if an output is offered too 
early; i.e. before time ‘RATE-MIN’ after the last output. Similarly it will deadlock in 
state ‘RateTooSlow’ if an output is offered too late; i.e. after time ‘RATE+MAX’ 
after the last output. 

3.2   Latency 

The QoS characteristic latency is defined as “the time that elapses between a stimulus 
and the response to it”, i.e. latency is the relationship between the time one event 

 

Fig. 5. Obligation Anchored Jitter and Throughput 
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occurs and the time that an associated second event occurs. To model this using timed 
automaton, it is necessary to be able to record the entry time for every stimulus event 
that is passing through the component by a clock. We can use each such clock to 
measure the time between stimulus and response. Since, the UPPAAL model of TA 
can only accept finite number of clocks, we must calculate how many are needed. 
Given only a latency specification, it is not possible to determine how many clocks 
are needed (i.e. how many events to track at any one time) and it would seem that a 
language allowing only a fixed number of clocks would not enable us to model this 
characteristic. However, no event will be generated (and need to be tracked) if the rate 
of generation of stimulus events is zero, i.e. without a throughput there is no need to 
check for latency. Therefore, if we have a defined throughput, or at least a defined 
minimum inter arrival time, it is possible to calculate how many clocks are required. 

We calculate this value, called SIZE, as follows: 

 SIZE = latency * minimum inter arrival time 

To model this as a Timed Automaton, we use a circular buffer of SIZE number of 
clocks to record the stimulus event times. The next available clock is reset when a 
stimulus event occurs and the time value of the clock is compared with the required 
latency when the corresponding response event occurs. If an attempt is made to reuse 
a clock before it has been checked (by response event occurrence) then essentially the 
buffer is too small. However, assuming that events do not arrive quicker than the 
minimum arrival rate, if the latency we are checking against is met by every event, the 
above calculation of SIZE ensures that the buffer is not too small; hence, buffer over-
flow indicates that latency has not been met. If, at any point in time the number of 
stimulus events passes SIZE, then the actual latency of some preceding event must 
have exceeded the value of latency against which we are checking. 

The automaton template in Fig. 6 models this; the variable t is an array of clocks, v 
is an array of corresponding (frame or packet) identifiers, eid gives an index into 
arrays based on the identity of the arriving frame/packet, latency is a constant holding 
the value of latency to check, start and check are the stimulus and response channels 
and st_id and ch_id carry the identity of the frame/packet represented by the stimulus 
and response channels. 

4   Performance Analysis 

This section first describes the result of verifying our illustrative example, followed 
by a description of a technique to present back to a designer, in the context of the 
original design language, a trace originally produced by UPPAAL in terms of the 
generated automata. 

4.1   Verification of the Example 

As discussed above, the UPPAAL verifier is used to check the model against a query 
stating that there are no deadlocks for all time: A[] not deadlock 

For our example, the UPPAAL verifier indicates that there is a deadlock; its cause 
is that the QoS specified for the video window is not met by its behaviour, i.e. situa-
tion (b) of those described in section 3. UPPAAL provides a trace of Automata events 
that lead to the deadlock situation; these events are succinctly described as follows: 
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LatencyFailed

QueueTooSmall

t[eid]:=0, v[eid]:=st_id t[eid]<=latency, v[eid]==ch_id

check?
eid:=ch_id-((ch_id/SIZE)*SIZE)

v[eid]!=ch_id

t[eid]>latency
eid:=st_id-((st_id/SIZE)*SIZE)

start?

 

Fig. 6. An Automaton Template for Latency Obligation 

1. The first video frame arrives at the video window, i.e. at a time 50ms after being 
generated. 

2. The videoReady and videoPresent signals both happen with no (significant) time 
delay, also at time 50. 

3. The video window completes presentation with no delay and the videoPresented 
signal is output immediately, i.e. at time 50. 

4. The second frame arrives late at the video window, i.e. at a time 59ms after being 
generated, i.e. 49ms after the first was received and 99ms after the first was gen-
erated. 

5. The videoReady and videoPresent signals occur immediately, i.e. at time 99 (rela-
tive to first frame generation). 

6. The video window takes anything longer than 1ms to present the frame and the 
videoPresented signal is output at a time > 100ms (relative to first frame genera-
tion). This is >50ms since the last videoPresented signal, and does not meet the 
obliged anchoredJitter QoS constraint on the video window. 

7. Analysis of this trace determines that the QoS specified for the video window 
constrains it to take at most 5ms to present a frame. Thus if this varies between 
0ms and 5ms, on top of the expected 10ms jitter as input, it follows that the output 
will vary by more than 10ms. The situation could be aggravated further if the syn-
chronisation algorithm delays the videoPresent signal by (the possible) 5ms 
within this scenario. 

After analysing the scenario, the designer can determine a solution to the problem 
and alter the system design in order to remedy the problem. For instance, possible 
options to solve the problem detected in our example system are as follows: 

1. Allow more jitter on the output of the video window, 
2. Fix the time taken to present a frame – may not be possible if it is a hardware con-

straint, 
3. Add a buffer on the video stream to reduce the input jitter. 

For example, we could implement options 2 and 3. To do so we could a fix time 
for video frames to be presented, i.e. specify a fixed latency between signals video-
Present and videoPresented; and state that the anchored jitter on the output rate must 
be less than 15ms rather than 10 ms. These changes ensure that the jitter on frames 
being presented will be the same as the jitter on the signals instructing frames to be 
presented (coming out for the controller) and that the controller is free to add up to an 
extra 5ms of jitter on top of the possible 10ms caused by transmission over the bind-
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ing. The changes to the specification are localised to the QoS profile for the video 
window, which is altered to that shown below. Using this, the resulting system is now 
free from this deadlock; absence of all such deadlocks indicates that the functional 
behaviour is consistent with the QoS specification. 

QosProfile for VideoWindow { 
  exp: quality { 
   throughput(1000,recVideo.video) >= 25; }; 
  obl: quality { 
   throughput(1000,vidReady.videoPresented)>=25; 
   latency(recVideo.video,vidReady.videoReady)=0; 
   latency(recVideo.video,vidReady.videoPresented)<=10; 
   latency(vidCtrl.videoPresent, 
                          vidReady.videoPresented)=5; 
   anchoredJitter(vidReady.videoPresented) < 15; }; } 

4.2   Feedback of Results 

A weakness of model checking TA in the context of higher level languages, such as 
the UML, is that the output of model checking tools is a trace in the formal language 
of the model checker. For example, the trace output from the above example defines a 
sequence of events and transitions on TA with the time that they occur or were taken. 
A trace in this form is of little use to a designer working in the UML/OCL context 
who is not familiar with the level of formality provided by TA; the designer did not 
specify the system in TA. To overcome this we must be able to give feedback to the 
designer using the language in which he has designed the system. 

Table 1 shows a trace of transitions (derived from UPPAAL) and the time at which 
the transitions are taken, for the situation leading to deadlock described in the previ-
ous sub-section. Synchronised transitions are shown as a pair in the same row of the 
table. A two-part label identifies the transitions. The first part is the instance name of 
the TA template in which the transition is defined; the second part, in UPPAAL is a 
number identifying a particular transition, we have replaced this with the name of 
either ‘internal’ if there is no synchronisation, or the parameter name (specified in the 
template) for the channel on which the synchronisation is defined. 

The ODP computational viewpoint semantics defines inter-object communication 
to be in the form of signals. Our translation approach maps communication signals 
between objects to synchronisation events in a TA model and primitive bindings be-
tween interfaces map to the synchronisation channels in UPPAAL; thus the trace of 
events given by UPPAAL can be transformed back into a trace of inter-object com-
munications (across interfaces) within the domain of the original (designers) language 
of the computational viewpoint. The original snapshot diagram that defines the con-
figuration of system components can be used as a vehicle to illustrate back to the 
designer the problematic trace. 

Table 1 shows some of the transitions highlighted by a darker background. These 
are the synchronised transitions that map to communication between objects; the other 
transitions are internal to an object (as indicated) or relate to internal communication 
between the audio and video parts of the synchronisation controller. These shaded 
transitions can be illustrated by a series of computational viewpoint snapshots, which 
we show in Fig. 7. This transformation appears to be automatable, and ongoing work 
is investigating implementation of an automatic transformer. 
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Table 1. UPPAAL Trace of transitions leading to deadlock 

Time Transition(s) 
50 (videoSource.out, vidWin.videoIn) 
50 (audioSource.out, speaker.audioIn) 
50 (vidWin.videoReady, split.in) 
50 (speaker.audioReady, synchController_Audio.audioReady) 
50 (synchController.internal) 
50 (split.out1, synchController_Video.vidReady) 
50 (synchController_Video.internal) 
50 (synchController_Video.internal) 
50 (synchController_Video.internal) 
50 (synchController_Video.vidPresent, vidWin.videoPresent) 
50 (synchController_Video.internal) 
50 (split.out2, synchController_Audio.vidReady) 
50 (vidWin.videoPresented, vidOutput.in) 
50 (synchController_Video.internal) 
51 (synchController_Video.internal) 
...              " 
78 (synchController_Video.internal) 
79 (vidOutput.internal) 
79 (vidSource.internal) 
79 (synchController_Video.internal) 
80 (synchController_Video.internal) 
81 (synchController_Video.internal) 
82 (synchController_Video.internal) 
83 (synchController_Video.internal) 
84 (synchController_Video.internal) 
84 (synchController_Video.internal) 
99 (videoSource.out, vidWin.videoIn) 
99 (vidWin.videoReady, split.in) 
99 (split.out1, synchController_Video.vidReady) 
99 (synchController_Video.internal) 
99 (synchController_Video.internal) 
99 (synchController_Video.internal) 
99 (synchController_Video.vidPresent, vidWin.videoPresent) 
99 (synchController_Video.internal) 
99 (split.out2, synchController_Audio.vidReady) 
100 (synchController_Video.internal) 
101 (synchController_Video.internal) 
102 (synchController_Video.internal) 
103 (synchController_Video.internal) 
104 (vidWin.videoPresented, vidOutput.in) 

deadlock in state vidOutput.RateTooSlow 

5   Conclusion 

Our verification technique builds on previous works that propose the use of Timed 
Automata for modelling QoS and Statechart based behaviour specifications. [12] 
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maps UML state machines into UPPAAL as does [9]; either of these techniques 
would compliment our work, and give us mechanisms to transform the state diagram 
based functional behaviour into UPPAAL timed automata. A group at Lancaster have 
made significant use of timed automata for modelling distributed and multimedia 
systems: [5] discusses the use of temporal logic and timed automata for modelling 
such systems in a multi-paradigm approach and in [11] they specify systems directly 
in TA and map these to Java-beans to provide prototype implementations of the speci-
fied systems. The work of [7] shows ways to model QoS using timed automata and 
we have made use of that work to compliment our own. 
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Fig. 7. Series of snapshots leading to deadlock / invalid QoS 

There are two aspects to the work presented in this paper, the approach taken for 
designing distributed systems and the technique for verifying the QoS of the system. 

Structurally, the proposed design languages enable the definition of all structural 
components from the computational viewpoint; to form a complete system specifica-
tion it is necessary to provide specifications from the other four ODP viewpoints; this 
is left as future work. 

Of course there are some limitations to the approach. For example, the specifica-
tion of QoS is limited by the nature of the language chosen to express it, CQML. The 
primary limitation we discovered with this language, is that in the context of a compu-
tational object we use it to define constraints on interactions at each interface sup-
ported by an object; if an object supports an interface signature multiple times, there 
is no means in CQML to quantify over the collection of interfaces; we believe that 
CQML could be extended to enable such quantifications. 

Future plans include provision of a design tool that incorporates our design lan-
guages and facilities to perform the verification and feed back of results. Additionally 
we are looking at techniques for inferring QoS constraints across interface bindings 
and through an objects functional behaviour. It is expected that this will enable us to 
analyse individual components of a particular configuration, separately - deducing 
similar results as if we had analysed the complete configuration. This should aid us in 
avoiding the huge state explosion problems we would get by attempting to model 
check large timed automata networks. 
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